
Dan will make an impact in your life and the people around you. very informative, and 
impactful. I would highly recommend Dan to any group that is looking to motivate 
people.  Mike Barbata, CEO, Jet Delivery  

My business mentor idolized Zig Ziglar and Zig became my favorite.  I have a new top of 
the list!  Superb presentation [Dan]—very prolific and inspiring!  
Stu Kaner, Atnip Co., Inc. 

Dan takes the leadership lessons he learned directly from President Reagan and 
intertwines those timeless principles with real life application. He uses interesting 
stories and examples you can relate to, challenging his audience in ways that will grow 
their business and improve their personal life.  
Jon Podany, Chief Marketing Officer, The LPGA 

Making an impact—powerful message to become a better leader and a better 
person. Kimberly Grant, COO, ThinkFoodGroup 

Dan Quiggle has set the bar high! I have hired and heard hundreds of the best speakers 
from around the world in my long career. Dan is the best of the best. He relates to his 
audience and offers real takeaways that inspire them and transform them into better 
leaders. Charles “Red” Scott, Chairman Emeritus, Vistage Florida 

Inspiring, entertaining, informative, challenging, and a game changer! Dan’s energy 
and passion for leadership excellence comes through every page of his book, making 
a profound and lasting positive impact.  
Otto Kumbar, CEO Liberty Home Equity Solutions 

Dan's insights and wisdom connect with both your head and your heart. He inspired 
me to become a better leader by helping me empower others to be great in their own 
journey. This isn't just about exceeding. . . growth metrics, it's about being great humans 
for ourselves, families, employees, and community. Dan Bowling, COO Toy’n Around
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An inspiring and energetic presentation about management and working toward your 
strengths. Not all managers fall into the same cookie cutter—Dan honors that and 
encourages you to use the style that comes naturally to you but in the most effective 
way possible. Excellent presentation! I subscribed to his podcast and bought his book. 
I want to keep his encouragement fresh in my mind!  
Sarah Burnham, CEO, Redwood Building Maintenance Co., Inc. 

Probably the one presentation that follows me every day now. It's easy to forget the 
power a CEO has on their team and how easily that power can be misused. I was 
inspired by Dan to act out positive and inspiring leadership. 
Guy Nirpaz, CEO, Totango 

Incredible insight into how we as leaders can be better in our daily lives at home and 
work. The inspiration received from Dan drove me to new levels that had immediate 
positive impact on those around me. Arik Housley, Owner, Housley’s Century Oak Winery 

I entered Dan's presentation hoping to become a better leader at the office. I left with a 
guide to be a better leader not just at the office, but at home and in life too! Dynamic, 
inclusive, and engaging. It was a life-changing experience! 
Jared Patterson, Director of Energy Services, Rapid Power Management 

I was captivated the entire way! After hearing Dan speak, I was left in awe just 
thinking about his past experience, the knowledge he’s picked up along the way, his 
personality, and his exceptional ability to cultivate and grow better leaders in such a 
short period of time. I love the fact that he not only conveyed the progression of great 
leadership at work, but also how it is rooted to one’s life outside of work, especially the 
importance of time spent with family. I am lucky to have met such a man and learn 
from his truly inspirational teachings.  
Eric Untalan, Marketing PR and Media Manager Kauai Backcountry Adventures 
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